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The two words I am will be the name of God. As Dr. And the tuning-fork sounds you will be
meditating to are the exact sounds ascribed to the letters that comprise the Divine name of God.
Dyer clarifies, "I discovered while reading James Twyman’s publication The Moses Code that the
noises you will be hearing in this CD were the consequence of some intense research to replicate
the exact sounds linked to the name of God within the Aged Testament, translated from the
initial Hebrew as I am that I am. "It turns out that specific numbers could be designated to
letters. Wayne W." I encourage you to become open to the idea that these noises, when
accompanied by your personal I am mantra, can and can offer the capability to live a wishes
fulfilled life. This has been known as the most effective meditation tool in the annals of the
world.
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I Am. I felt something akin toa Heavenly Spirit come through the minor middle Eastern tones. But
when I am having trouble "settling in" to the silence, track 2 is definitely one of my favoirite music
tracks. This cd is normally technically, somehow, those words in music. He has guidelines for
creating intentions, but simply listen and let the sounds go through your body. I state "I am
______whatever i want to be, like perfect health for say on exhale, after that inhale the 2nd "I am"
like your sucking in Gods healing. I chant, my mantra. Twyman... Right here goes. I felt a Launch,
understood, comforted,and lay back. I did just that, and today after many weeks Perform follow
his recommendations. Dyer but this CD had not been what I expected. Also he ends up saying,
Simply listen and then gradually followhis suggestions. AWESOME! She hums at varying
intensities and it breaks me out of my peace when I'm trying to meditate. Wayne Dyer's Incredibly
Powerful Meditation CD - "I Am" We received the new "I Am" - Wants Fulfilled Meditation CD from
Wayne Dyer today. I find the humming disruptive. Superlative for Meditation and Healing; Highly
Recommended This CD has so personally affected me, I wish I possibly could give it 10 *s.. So
many tapes are highly touted.Second, I had two, totally different emotional/spontaneous
reactions,when I actually played this tape. I am NOT given to emotion-ality when reviewing,and I
guarantee what I am about to write can be my Truth. "I am perfect health, I am" Just how Dr. It
really is beautifully completed. I expected maybe soft meditation music with the tuning fork
sounds. The humming is disruptive I respect Dr.Back again to the first time I listened:I
spontaneously burst away laughing. ?? Why? I'm not sure, but I felt an abrupt JOY,(NOT ha ha
stuff) welling up within me, in response to the most gorgeous sounds.JOY, PEACE, CENTERED-
NESS.First, I have to admit, We was skeptical.. QUIET.emotions so different from my earthly
walk. Theseharmonies were like the stuff between celebrities, that people can't see but know is
there.I lay in shock, but pleasant shock. I have been meditating because the early 80s when I
learned about deep mediation via bio-feedback relaxation methods and self-hypnosis, etc. We
had lost our old house, moved from friends (not by choice),swindled out of two homes by a bad
realtor, and then had to find a different Branch of Church,but DID discover all in 6 wks a house
and a fenced in backyard out in the farmland country. Cows..Actually nice, but exhausting. Then
along comes this odd CD and the odd impact it experienced on me. I love this. TEARS!! but good
tears. What can i say, the explanation says it all. Dyer says to utilize it, it functions for me! I
breathed in a number of deep breaths and allow them out slowly. I sensed that Yes, a Higher
Forcewould take care of me; It's ideal for meditation, but I also pay attention toit when writing or
reading. I sensed led to concentrate on Inner Recovery.Make sure you forgive this very personal
Review, but there is SOMETHING special about this CD.James Twyman spent some time working
with the Hebrew alphabet and sounds to give us a unique production.I don't look after the term
"Wishes Fulfilled," it appears like I-give-I-get mentality. But there is a uniqueHealing essence in
this CD. Hearing it a third time, I found I felt healed of much stress and stressafter results. Try it
for yourself. Let it function on and help you, in whatever method you want. Namaste
andBlessings to you.. Dyer and Mr.. Good job. I love hearing this, and meditating to it. I like the
sounds produced through the entire CD. You may use this to meditate or just possess on in the
backdrop. It was absolutely amazing!very relaxing. The 40 a few minutes seem to proceed by
quickly in my own relaxed state. I really don’t like Wayne’s verbal Launch. It’s too much time and
starts with non meditative music. He doesn’t need to say how much his kids love the CD and
actually put in a plug for his Wants Fulfilled book. Better to simply read all that on CD cover info. I
takes me right into a deep silence without having to be intrusive - actually type of fades from my
recognition, which in meditation is a great thing! I smaller the quantity but when I really do that, I
can barely hear the tuning forks..! He previously shared a sample of the meditation around while



we were at one of his seminars last month on a Cruise from Sydney Australia to the South
Pacific islands and we immediately fell in Love with it.. He referenced this cd during the program.
I have to explain:I was in a fresh home. and I have also successfully worked for quite some time
with Costs Harris at Centerpointe using their powerful meditation methods, however this CD
takes you to an incredible degree of meditation almost immediately! "I Am - That - I Am"... It is a
very effective and effective meditation help... Music for multiple uses I first heard the music in
this when at an organization meditation, and We inquired about it... You will not be
disappointed... ! I possess used this each day since I acquired it - extremely peaceful and
wonderful. I start the music tracks before I go to bed, and drift off to the music - great for moving
into a peaceful night's sleep. When I pay attention to it, I feel that every cell in my own body is
being filled with light and love. That is one of my favorites. I've been meditating for over thirty
years, and honestly, usually I prefer silence. I am, that iam, is normally what God told Moses his
name was. I'd like so much to trim that out and simply go directly into the music, but I fast
forward to get beyond it. Not long ago i watched Wayne Dyer's newest PBS special "Desires
Fulfilled"..I AM Wants Fulfilled Meditation Excellent meditation CD I would recommend this to
anyone - there are three tracks - first can be an instructional monitor with very clear explanation
of the procedure - second and third are music tracks designed to be utilized for a deep
meditation, and a lighter meditation. EXTRAORDINARY!. I highly recommend watching it when
you have a chance.. After listening to an excerpt, I purchased it immediately and also have been
playing it non-stop.The very first time I paid attention to the tape, I was defer by Wayne's
lengthlyexplanation.. Awesome! I've MANY meditation CD's, both guided meditations and vocals.
Highly recommended. Once you start you won’t want to stop, even my kids have picked it up
Love this we've exhausted two we pay attention to it while we fall asleep every night Amazing!!
Amazing! It really is truly extraordinary.THEN, We played it once again a bit later on, and WHAM!
So powerful ??? Five Stars I love Dr. Dwyer and all that he released, been reading him and listening
to him forever. You need to have confidence in God for this to work, not quided. Thank you, Dr.
Just amazing music.? This meditation tape is an ideal tape for spiritual life, It can help with other
aspects of your life aswell according to Dr . D. I personally have not really asked God for earthy
things. If I a manifest restful sleep, it happens each and every time ! LIKE NO OTHER Five Stars
Excellent works great! There is a woman's voice on both tracks.! Still using. AWESOME!! A must
buy! Give it a try. that yes, Angels were with me. Besides that, it's lovely.
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